SUMMER IDEAS

- Explore Honeymoon Island and identify living, nonliving and once living things.
- Visit MOSI and check out the planetarium!
- Check out some books at your library. Create questions about the stories read.
- Research topics about space, environments, geometrical shapes (especially triangles and quadrilaterals).
- Name all the stories you know that have animal characters. Write a story of your own with an animal character.
- Build a scene of your story from Legos.
- Plan a picnic lunch for your family. Create a menu, budget, and list of materials you'll need.
- Math hike. Take a math hike and look for different geometric shapes.
- Summer Wonders: Record questions that you wonder about in a summer wonder journal.

*Practice independent skills: writing first and last name, tie shoes, open lunch containers, typing, etc.*

FUN IN 1st GRADE!

- Ozobots with coding
- Challenge Island STEM
- Socratic Seminars
- Blazer Traits
- Reverse Engineering
- Fairy Tales and Literature Circles
- Reading Buddies
- Space Exploration
- Plants and Gardening
- Becoming a Published Author

We look forward to meeting you in August! Enjoy your summer!

💙 FIRST GRADE TEACHERS 💙